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How IT Leaders Drive Workforce Engagement and
SaaS Adoption with Simplified Approvals
The Problem
Modern enterprises struggle to overcome the complexity and inefficiencies that come
from using multiple applications to manage and optimize daily business operations. The
trend of specialized SaaS per function weakens central orchestration & control.
IT leaders are often measured on the adoption of the tools & systems they deploy
throughout the enterprise, yet find that adoption lags among line-level managers,
executives and users who only need to use these systems occasionally.
One thing common to nearly all of these applications, from purchase orders to timesheets
to expenses to invoices, is that they require one or more approvals in order to trigger
action. When these approvals require multiple application logins and many individuals
to complete them, they often become lost in email inboxes, resulting in compliance risk,
delayed collections, late fees and unhappy employees. Decision-making quality can also
suffer, as users take shortcuts and delegate their approval decisions to others.
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The Solution
Capriza helps you deliver faster ROI on your existing investments by driving adoption
and usage of enterprise applications at the most common point of control: approvals.
Applications you’ve spent months deploying across the enterprise can now travel beyond
the power user, right into the hands of the line-level manager, executive and casual user,
who often only need to use these applications for approvals.
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97% of IT leaders
report challenges with
their existing approval
processes, adding that
they impact operational
efficiency leading to
wasted time, delays of
new projects, inefficient
workarounds, and more.
- Dimensional Research

Business Benefits

Key Features

IMPROVE BUSINESS AGILITY

•

Already Connected to Your Existing Applications:
Capriza already has integrations and templates
for the most popular applications and approvals,
such as ServiceNow, Oracle, SAP, Ariba, Concur
and Workday.

•

Available where your employees are:
on mobile, desktop, in Slack and in
Microsoft Teams.

•

Ease of use: Consumergrade, intuitive interface that
allows managers to easily
approve, reject or reassign
all of their approval requests
- without having to login to
multiple systems.

Accelerate common processes to yield financial benefit
Perform approvals anytime, anywhere
Eliminate new project delays

INCREASE USER PRODUCTIVITY
Make decisions faster
No more wasted time dealing with multiple applications and workflows
Reduce the time employees are being held up by delayed approvals

ACHIEVE IMMEDIATE BUSINESS IMPACT
Quick time-to-market (weeks)
Non-disruptive to the business and non-intrusive to IT
Cost-effective, cloud SaaS solution

Federated Auth and SAML

Cloud Security & Privacy

MDM Support

“From the first moment of their on-boarding to the technology they use every day, Autodesk employees
should have a Netflix-like, consumer-grade experience: easy and intuitive. Implementing Capriza
ApproveSimple has been an important part of realizing that goal.”

Partha Srinivasan, Director of End User Services, Autodesk

About Capriza
Capriza is the first platform to elegantly extract and beautifully simplify approvals from your company’s core applications. We
make cumbersome approvals of all types fast and easy, helping to speed decision-making by up to 70%, while dramatically
improving the quality of those decisions. Capriza helps enterprises such as Autodesk, PepsiCo, Harman International and many
others reduce costs, remove bottlenecks, save time, improve compliance and increase employee satisfaction.
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